Visual system of human beings does not process the complete area of image rather focus upon limited area of visual image. But in which area does the visual attention focused is a topic of hot research nowadays. Research on psychological phenomenon indicates that attention is attracted to features that differ from its surroundings or the one that are unusual or unfamiliar to the human visual system. Detection of visually salient image regions is useful for applications like object segmentation, adaptive compression, and object recognition. Object or region based image processing can be performed more efficiently with information pertaining locations that are visually salient to human perception with the aid of a saliency map. The saliency map is a master topological map having the possible locations of objects or regions which a human perceived as important/salient. In this paper a method for computing the saliency map in wavelet transform domain has been proposed. Earlier works in this domain although calculated the saliency very efficiently but they just involve the approximation components of DWM, the detail components have not been taken care but in many applications these detailed components are of great importance to highlight the smaller but visually important components.
INTRODUCTION
Humans do not process the entire area of an input visual image uniformly, but focus their attention on a limited area (attended area) in the field of view and then shift their attention from one place to another, depending on the situation and task. Research on human visual characteristics shows that people only perceive clearly a small region of 2-5 o of visual angle. The human retina possesses a non-uniform spatial resolution of photoreceptors, with highest density on that part of the retina aligned with the visual axis (the fovea), and the resolution around the fovea decreases logarithmically with eccentricity [1] . What's more, research results show that observers' scan paths are similar, and predictable to some extent [1] . These research results provide a new pathway to encode images based on human visual characteristics which will allow us to only encode a small number of well selected interesting regions (attention regions) with high priority to keep a high subjective quality, while treating less interesting regions with low priority to save bits. Recently, many subjective-quality-based image coding methods have been developed. According to the way of obtaining attention regions, they can be coarsely classified into four categories, as follows: (1) In a first approach, considering that human attention prediction is still an open problem, human machine Interaction methods are adopted to obtain the attention regions. One example of online human-machine interactive methods is uses an eye-tracking device to record eye position from a human observer on the receiving end However, this application is restricted to specific cases where an eyetracking apparatus is available at the receiving end. For general-purpose video compression, this approach faces severe limitations if an eye-tracker is not available. (2) A second class of approaches uses machine vision algorithms to automatically detect interesting regions. For instance, due to the importance of human faces while people perceive the world [2] , [3] , it is reasonable to consider that human faces may likely constitute interesting regions. In [4] - [6] , face regions are thus defined as the regions-of-interest. Face detection and tracking methods are explored to keep the interesting regions focused onto human faces, and more resources are allocated during encoding to these face regions, to keep these regions in high quality. (3) A third class of approaches uses knowledge about human psychophysics to guide the encoding process. For example, research results show that the human visual system (HVS) can tolerate certain amounts of noise (distortion) depending on its sensitivity to the source and type of noise for a given region in a given frame. Under certain conditions, the HVS can tolerate more distortion than the objective distortion measurements such as mean square error (MSE) would predict; on the other hand, there are some types of distortions which, despite low MSE, are vividly perceived and impair the viewing experience [7] - [9] . Based on this theory, many image encoding techniques have sought to optimize perceptual rather than objective (MSE) quality: These techniques allocate more bits to the image areas where human can easily see coding distortions, and allocate fewer bits to the areas where coding distortions are less noticeable. Experimental subjective quality assessment results show that visual artifacts can be reduced through this approach; however, there are two problems: one is that the mechanisms of human perceptual sensitivity are still not fully understood, especially as captured by computational models; the other is that perceptual sensitivity may not necessarily explain people's attention. For example, smoothly textured regions and objects with regular motions often belong to the background of a scene and do not necessarily catch people's attention, but these types of regions are highly perceptually sensitive if attended to. (4) The fourth class of approaches exploits recent computational neuroscience models to predict which regions in image are more likely to attract human attention and to be gazed at. With the development of brain and human vision science, progress has been made in understanding visual selective attention in a plausible biological way, and several computational attention models have been proposed [10] - [12] . In these models, lowlevel features such as orientation, intensity, motion, etc. are first extracted, and then through non-linear biologically inspired combination of these features, an attention map (usually called saliency map) can be generated. In this map, the interesting locations are highlighted and the intensity value of the map represents the attention importance. Under the guidance of the attention map, resource can be allocated non-uniformly to improve the subjective quality [13] - [16] . Although such research shows promising results, it is still not a completely resolved problem. Although implementing a detailed human visual perception system is rather complex, implementing a system somewhat similar to the actual mechanics of the human perception can be a viable alternative. Since then, many research works reported in [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] have shown dedicated efforts to develop a system which mimics the human visual perception using only available features such as color, intensity, orientation, edges, and texture. Since these models operate on readily available features and provide locations of suspected importance without prior knowledge, they are termed as bottom-up visual saliency (VS). One distinguished feature of any bottom-up visual saliency model is the saliency map. All information from various features used is encoded onto this topological master map. Where the saliency map is end result of a VS model, the usefulness of the map does not end there. It can be used for various applications depended on the nature of the work conducted. The use of the saliency map can be seen in object segmentation [20, 21, 23] ; visual search in complex scenes [24] ; traffic signs detection [25] ; image retrieval [26] ; image watermarking [27] ; image compression [28] ; image fusion [29] ; and many other image/visual applications.
PREVIOUS WORK
The term saliency was used by Tsotsos et al. [37] and Olshausen et al. [36] in their work on visual attention, and by Itti et al. [10] in their work on rapid scene analysis. Saliency has also been referred to as visual attention [37, 20] , unpredictability, rarity, or surprise [33, 31] . Saliency estimation methods can broadly be classified as biologically based, purely computational, or a combination. In general, all methods employ a low-level approach by determining contrast of image regions relative to their surroundings, using one or more features of intensity, color, and orientation. In general, bottom-up VS models extract feature information by means of contrast representation be it for color, intensity, orientation, or any other low-level feature. This contrast representation is performed by obtaining the difference of a region in the image relative to their surroundings. Theoretically, this method of obtaining the contrast is akin to the center surround process in the human eye. In the biological category one of the reputable work is by Itti and Koch [10] whose method was based upon biologically plausible architecture proposed by Koch and Ullman [34] . They determine center-surround contrast using a Difference of Gaussians (DoG) approach. Frintrop et al. [30] present a method inspired by Itti's method, but they compute center surround differences with square filters and use integral images to speed up the calculations. In computational VS models, low-level features and the contrast approach are still used but the model is not constructed based on any biological mechanism. The contrast is mainly obtained through the use of Euclidian distance in different sized window filters [20, 21, 23] . The contrast images obtained in the works of [20, 21, 23] are summed to form the final saliency map. The third category of methods are those that incorporate ideas that are partly based on biological models and partly on computational ones. For instance, Harel et al. [32] create feature maps using Itti's method but perform their normalization using a graph based approach. Other methods use a computational approach like maximization of information [35] that represents a biologically plausible model of saliency detection Some algorithms detect saliency over multiple scales [10, 38] , while others operate on a single scale [20, 39] . Also, individual feature maps are created separately and then combined to obtain the final saliency map [40, 20, 39, 30] , or a feature combined saliency map is directly obtained [20, 38] . Recently, there is a trend to model VS computationally in the frequency domain [22, 41] . In the works of Hou and Zhang [22] , a spectral residual approach was used to generate the saliency map. The saliency map is the inverse of the spectral residual. The saliency map of this method is rather accurate in providing the locations of important regions in a given visual scene but is terribly low in resolution. In [41] , Achanta et al. debated that the saliency map should have well-defined borders, uniformly highlighting the object if it is salient, and most of all; the saliency map should be in high resolution. In the authors' opinion, without conforming to the points mentioned [41] , the saliency would have limited usefulness in certain applications. Therefore, Achanta et al. proposed a method which generates the saliency map solely by contrast representation. In their method, the original image is first smoothed using a 3-by-3 Gaussian filter to eliminate the high frequency content in the image. Then, the mean of the smoothed image is computed. Finally, the saliency map is obtained by the subtracting each pixel value of the original image from the computed mean.
Although the approach used by Achanta et al. gives high resolution maps which has its usefulness in some applications but in many other applications such as content based image retrieval (CBIR) all that matters is the detection of salient objection with acceptable resolution. In fact, the approach used in [41] will eliminate many small detailed objects and textures which could be of importance when the smoothing is applied to the spatial domain. Furthermore, as long as the saliency map provides the correct location of important objects and is of reasonable resolution (object can be visually identified), the map can be considered acceptable. In another approach Discrete wavelet transform was used by Christopher et al. [42] to compute the saliency map. This approach is successful in detecting salient regions in an image with acceptable resolution but it considers only the contrast of LL band, it totally ignores the other three detail bands. This act will eliminate the smaller & finer details. But sometimes some important information may be present in these detail components. In this paper we have proposed a method to comute the saliency map considering the approximation as well as detailed coefficients of the discrete wavelet transform so that all the important things can be highlighted & detected.
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM
The DWT is a powerful image processing tool which decomposes an image into different frequency variations at respective scales for multi-resolution analysis. The transform on an image involves recursive filtering and sub-sampling. For a two dimension (2-D) image, DWT first performs row filtering on the image, followed by column filtering. By doing so, the image is decomposed into four wavelet subbands, each representing a portion of the frequency range contained in a particular image. The LL (approximate coefficients) sub-band contains the low frequency components of an image in both horizontal and vertical dimension. The LH (horizontal details) sub-band contains the high frequency components of an image in the horizontal direction and low frequency components in the vertical dimension. The HL (vertical details) sub-band contains the low frequency components of an image in the horizontal direction and high frequency components in the vertical dimension. Finally, the HH (diagonal details) subband contains the high frequency components of an image in both horizontal and vertical dimension. The LL sub-band can be further decomposed into four sub-bands at the next scale. An illustration of the 2-D wavelet decomposition is shown in Figure 1 . 
SALIENCY MAP COMPUTATION
In [22] computation of saliency map is performed in frequency domain since processing in frequency domain has its own advantages but the inversion back in saliency map will result in poor resolution saliency map [22, 43] . In [41] the image is first filtered using a Gaussian filter followed by mean subtraction to find saliency map. Mean subtraction results in higher resolution map but the filtering operation will eliminate the small details. Christopher et al. tried to solve this problem in his method based upon DWT but they considered only the approximation coefficients not detail coefficients for calculating the contrast which is further used for computing the saliency map. This ignorance of detailed coefficients might lead to elimination of comparatively smaller & finer details.
In the proposed approach the image will not be filtered using Gaussian filter so as to retain the smaller objects. Also to ensure the presence of smaller and finer details, which may be of great importance for human visual system (HVS), the contrast is calculated for all the four bands. Although the mean subtraction of Achanta et al. [41] is retained in this method to get the higher resolution map. The details of calculations of saliency map are as follows:
The input colored image is first converted to lab color lab so as to make it device independent. Also the L component distinguishes the intensity or luminance component from the color information. Then taking the all the l, a, b components individually we performed the single level DWT decomposition. After this we got the four individual components named LL1, HL1, LH1, HH1 for all the three l, a, b images. Then for each component individually we calculate the contrast image using the Euclidean distance with the help of following formula: Again the saliency ma will be renormalized to the range [0,255] to get the final saliency map. Finally we can equalize the histogram of saliency ma to get sharper saliency maps.
RESULTS & COMPARISON
The implementation of the proposed method is done in [44] and for other three approaches results are taken from the research paper of DWT based saliency map [42] . It can be noticed from 3(b) that saliency maps of spectral residual approach [22] highlights the important regions but the resolution is really poor. It is suitable for finding the location of important objects in the image but it is not possible to recognize the objects which makes it invalid approach for many applications like object segmentation, boundary marking etc.
In Figure 3 (c), which gives saliency maps for frequency tuned approach [41] , it can be seen that saliency maps are of excellent resolution it compromise the detection of small important objects due to the reason of Gaussian smoothing as pre-processing step. In Figure 3 (d) saliency maps with DWT based approach [42] are shown. It can be seen that maps are of less resolution than frequency tuned approach but many small things which were not highlighted by the frequency approach have been highlighted. But still it can be seen in some cases this approach is not highlighting the fine sharp details like in third image the person swimming & small fishes are nor properly highlighted. This may be due to the reason that this approach has processed only the LL components of the image & it totally ignored the processing required for the other three components of the image. In figure 3 (e) , the explored approach it is clearly visible that the resolution is not very good but still acceptable & enough to highlight the important objects/regions which can be easily identified by human visual systems. Saliency maps of third & fourth picture are examples of the capability of the algorithm which shows that approach is really good at detecting important objects. In first & second figure check effect can be seen in saliency maps which can be futher neutralized by various image improvement applications. But in most of the cases, as shown in figure 2 , this algorithm is good at detecting the important objects, clearly highlighting the boundaries & resolution with resolution acceptable to human visual systems.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an improved algorithm for the computation of saliency map has been proposed. The proposed algorithm is based upon discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of first level. It retains the small & fine details of image by going one step further and processing the details coefficients in addition to approximation coefficients. Another new & different thing from state-of-art methods is that this technique is using histogram equalization of saliency map image which produces sharper saliency maps. With results it is clear that proposed method is better than state-of-art methods as fine details are visible &resolution is also acceptable to human visual system (HVS).In future more research can be done in this field to improve the saliency maps & to use these saliency maps in new applications like content based image retrieval, data embedding etc.
